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Made in Ireland

art for nature lovers 
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Every one of our prints is the culmination of time

spent in nature developing ideas before each

piece is hand-painted.

H A N D - P A I N T E D

Nature is our inspiration so it is only right that

we strive to be as sustainable as possible.  

S U S T A I N A B L E

Printed locally or in our Belfast studio on FSC

certified and archival paper.

M A D E  I N  I R E L A N D  
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ABOUT 

ART FOR NATURE LOVERS

A childhood immersed in art and nature led to artist Eimear Maguire establishing

her own creative brand Dollybirds Art in 2013. Her paintings are a celebration of

the diverse natural beauty found throughout the island of Ireland and of her many

experiences outdoors.

Each painting is the culmination of time spent in nature developing ideas and

many hours of sketching before everything is brought to life in the studio with

colour. Created entirely by hand using techniques which have taken a lifetime to

perfect. Images are painted in meticulous detail and tell their own unique story of

nature. They each celebrate the wonder of nature and little things that mark the

changing of seasons.

 Prints are produced in Belfast using fine art paper and archival inks. Each is hand

signed with longevity in mind, they are made to be treasured for many years to

come. 

Perfect displayed as a single statement feature or as a set to add elements of nature

to any home. 
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Stocked in leading stores including Avoca, The

National Trust, Kew Gardens London, along with

selected independent stores in Ireland, the UK and

the USA. Our wholesale prints and notebooks are

available to stockists around the world. We are

always happy to welcome enquiries from potential

new stockists who are looking for unique items to

offer their customers. We also license our artwork

to Artfully walls in the US. 

Dollybirds Art was awarded runner up in the gift

category of the prestigious 2017 Irish Made

Awards. Our botanical prints were featured in the

Ikea Spring 2018 advertising campaign, Elle Decor  

and in the 2021 BBC DIY SOS series. 

Press & stockists
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Our prints are produced locally using FSC certified and archival

paper. Each is hand signed with longevity in mind, they are made to

be treasured for many years to come. Printing in small batches

means there is zero stock waste. We use sustainable packaging, 

 clear compostable vegetable starch envelopes and recycled card

back. All packaging is either compostable or recyclable. We have

introduced new solid oak frames that can be added to compliment

any print. Notebooks are printed on recycled paper using water

based inks. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY
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WILD BIRDS

Printed on fine art paper with archival inks to
produce a print that can be treasured for a
lifetime.  

Hand-painted in oils our much loved 'Wild Birds Collection' has been

inspired by time spent in nature and the beautiful native birds found there.

This collection has grown with the seasons bringing birds who come to

Ireland as part of their migratory journey.

Available in 1 size

Size with mount is 8''x 8''

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.
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MAGPIE- DBM
 MAGPIE-

DBMP

NUTHATCH- DBNH

 

COLLARED DOVE - DBCD

WHEATEAR - DBWE LINNET - DBLT

 

New
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MAGPIE- DBM
 MAGPIE-

DBMP

SWALLOW - DBSW

 

MAGPIE - DBMP

 

SKY LARK -

DBSL

 

BRAMLING - DBBG

 

ROBIN - DBRB

 

BLUE TIT - DBBT

 

REDPOLL - DBRP

 

BRAMLING - DBBGG
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MAGPIE- DBM
 MAGPIE-

DBMP

SPARROW - DBSP

 

THRUSH - DBTH

 

SISKIN - DBSN

 

DUNNOCK - DBDK

 

 

STARLING - DBSG

 

GREENFINCH - DBGRF

 

LONG TAILED TIT - DBLTT

 

JAY – DBJY
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COAL TIT - DBCT

 

WREN - DBWN

 

GOLDFINCH - DBGF

 

CHAFFINCH - DBCH

 

 

GREAT TIT - DBGTY

 

BULLFINCH - DBBH

 

BLACKBIRD - DBBB

 

GOLD CREST - DBGC
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WILDLIFE

Printed on fine art paper with archival inks to
produce a print that can be treasured for a
lifetime.  

Hand-painted in gouache this print collection has been inspired by wildlife

spotted on walks over the hills, fields and mountains throughout Ireland.

This collection grows with the seasons and my walks in nature. 

Available in 2 sizes

8''x 8'' (mounted)

A5 14.8cm x 21cm 

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.

IRISH HARE - DBWIH

New
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RED SQUIRREL  - DBWSL

 

ORANGE TIP BUTTERFLY  - DBWOTWILD BLACK RABBIT - DBWR BADGER- DBWBR

SPARROWHAWK - DBWSH FROG - DBWFG 16



COASTAL BIRDS 

Printed on fine art paper with archival inks to
produce a print that can be treasured for a
lifetime.  

Hand-painted in oils this collection of prints was commissioned by the

National trust & inspired by birds from the North Coast of Ireland. 

Print with mount size : 10'' x 8'' 

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.

OYSTER CATCHER - DBCOC
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PUFFIN - DBCPN SANDPIPER - DBCSP
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SWANS 

Printed on fine art paper with archival inks to
produce a print that can be treasured for a
lifetime.  

Hand-painted in gouache this collection of prints has been inspired by time

spent in nature, even in the city nature is accessible .

Available in 2 sizes 

A4 - 21cm X 15cm (unmounted)

A5 - 14.8cm x 21cm (with an 8'' x 10'' mounted)

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.

BLACK SWAN - DBBKSN
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PINK SWAN - PKSN  BLUE SWAN - BESN
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MAGPIES

Printed on fine art paper with archival inks to
produce a print that can be treasured for a
lifetime.  

Hand-painted in oils this collection of prints has been inspired by folklore

and superstitions surrounding the magpie.  

Available in 2 sizes 

A4 - 21cm  X 15cm (unmounted)

A5 - 14.8cm x 21cm  (with an 8'' x 10'' mounted)

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.

THREE FOR A GIRL - DBMTG
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TWO FOR JOY- DBMFB FOUR FOR A BOY - DBMFB
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BOTANICALS 

Hand signed by the artist.
Printed in Belfast on FSC certified thick paper. 
Featured in the Ikea 2018 advertising campaign,
Elle Decor, BBC DIY SOS, Scotland on Sunday,
Irish Country magazine.  

Hand-painted in gouache our  botanical collection has been inspired by time

spent in Palm houses and celebrates some of our favourite house plants.

Perfect hung as a single statement feature or as a set to add an element of

nature to any home. 

Available in 3 sizes 

A4 - 20.7cm x 21cm

A3 - 49cn  x  29.7cm

A2 - 59.4m  x 42cm 

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a 

 compostable backing board. 
PALM HOUSE - DBBPH 25
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MONSTERA DELICIOSA - DBBMD FICUS ELASATICA - DBBFE MUSA ACUMINATA - DBBMA
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PAMPAS GRASS - DBBPG FERN - DBBFMDRIED HONESTY - DBBDH

New
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FBEGONIA REX - DBBBR FCALATHEA TRIOSTAR - DBBCT
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WILDFLOWERS 

Hand signed by the artist.
Printed in our Belfast studio using fine art paper
and archival inks to produce a print that can be
treasured for a lifetime. 

Hand-painted in gouache this Bog cotton print has been inspired by time

spent in walking over the hills and bogs and memories of Irish summers.

This collection will grow with the seasons and my walks in nature being

inspired by native wildflowers . 

Available in 3 sizes 

A3 - 49cn  X  29.7cm

A2 - 59.4m  X 42cm 

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a 

 compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.BOG COTTON - DBIBC
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TREES

Hand signed by the artist.
Printed in our Belfast studio using fine art paper
and archival inks to produce a print that can be
treasured for a lifetime. 

Hand-painted in gouache this collection of prints has been inspired by time

spent in woodlands under the ever changing canopy of trees. Perfect hung as

a single statement feature or as a set to add an element of nature to any 

 home.

Available in 3 sizes 

A3 - 49cn  X  29.7cm

A2 - 59.4m  X 42cm 

Unframed prints are packaged in a vegetable starch sleeve with a

compostable backing board. Also available in a solid oak frame.
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OAK  LEAVES- DBTOL ASH LEAVES - DBTALBEECH LEAVES - DBTBL
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NOTEBOOKS

Perfect for bird watching, doodling and jotting.

A6 80 page pocket sized notebook.

Made with recycled paper and eco friendly inks.

Inspired by wild Irish birds.
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OAK  NOTEBOOK - DBNSOK



ROBIN NOTEBOOK - DBNSRB PUFFIN NOTEBOOK - DBNSPN
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WHOLESALE ORDERING 

ART FOR NATURE LOVERS

ORDERING INFORMATION

Trade customers can send an email info@dollybirdsart.com for an order form and price list.

ORDER MINIMUMS

Please note our order minimums when deciding which items you'd like to stock. Our total order minimum is £150.

No minimum order for subsequent orders.

PAYMENT & DELIVERY

Payment for first orders is pro forma VIA Bacs Transfer/Paypal/Credit card and subsequent orders must be paid

within 30 days.

DELIVERY COSTS

Delivery costs for the UK and Ireland £15.00. We use a host of reliable local & established couriers for all of our

shipping. Carriage paid on orders over £300 (UK & Ireland only) Contact us for a quote for international delivery.

LEAD TIME

Orders are dispatched as soon as possible and within 16 working days. Larger orders or orders placed during very

busy periods may be subject to additional lead times.
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If you are selling our products in an online store

 we are happy to provide you with our existing product shots. 

We can also provide you with any additional information about Dollybirds Art and all

product details should you need this when listing items.
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Any questions? 

 

Email

info@dollybirdsart.com

Website

www.dollybirdsart.com

Social

@dollybirdsart
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